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Abstract
For successful simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), perception of the environment is important.
This paper proposes a scheme to autonomously detect visual features that can be used as natural landmarks
for indoor SLAM. First, features are roughly selected from the camera image through entropy maps that
measure the level of randomness of pixel information. Then, the saliency of each pixel is computed by
measuring the level of similarity between the selected features and the given image. In the saliency map, it
is possible to distinguish the salient features from the background. The robot estimates its pose by using the
detected features and builds a grid map of the unknown environment by using a range sensor. The feature
positions are stored in the grid map. Experimental results show that the feature detection method proposed
in this paper can autonomously detect features in unknown environments reasonably well.
© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden and The Robotics Society of Japan, 2010
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1. Introduction

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is the task of building a map of
a robot’s environment and simultaneously estimating the robot pose in the map.
Therefore, SLAM has been one of the most fundamental and challenging issues in
the field of mobile robotics in recent years. In SLAM schemes, features are used
to estimate the robot pose and prevent the map of the environment from being cor-
rupted by errors, such as slippage and the misalignment of wheels. Therefore, for
successful SLAM, it is important to choose useful features that can be stably and
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easily detected. Also, the number of features should be maintained at an appropri-
ate level because the complexity of SLAM is usually a function of the number of
features.

Range sensors provide raw range data from which line or corner features can
be extracted. However, such features are not well detected in non-polygonal envi-
ronments. Although a laser scanner can generate very accurate range data, its high
cost prevents it from being widely used for service robots in home and office en-
vironments. Other range sensors, such as sonar sensors and infrared sensors, can
substitute for a laser scanner, but they suffer from inaccuracies.

In comparison with range sensors, vision sensors provide various types of fea-
tures. For example, Harris corners — feature points with a significant change
in pixel information — were used in Ref. [1]. Scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT) keypoints extracted from a trinocular vision were used to estimate the robot
pose and build a three-dimensional (3-D) map of an indoor environment [2]. Also,
vSLAM uses a scene image itself as a landmark [3]. In bearing-only SLAM, the
image patches invariant to affine transforms are used to estimate the pose of a sin-
gle camera [4]. Therefore, recent SLAM algorithms have tended to employ vision
sensors for better performance. However, too many points are detected as features
in some images and/or similar scenes are registered in a database during navigation,
thus leading to an increase in computational complexity.

In order to reduce the enormous amount of visual information, such as pixels or
point data, and to extract only useful visual information, it is necessary to detect
salient regions from the camera image, as shown in Fig. 1. Salience refers to the
quality of attention to the region, relative to its neighboring regions. In indoor en-
vironments, the salient regions usually correspond to objects or a group of objects
(e.g., refrigerators and bookshelves) and their number is not as large as the number
of primitive features (e.g., point features) provided by Harris corner detectors or
the SIFT approach. Therefore, the SLAM approach that is based on salient features
is much less computationally intensive than those approaches based on primitive
features. SLAM that uses salient objects of indoor environments was proposed in
Ref. [5]. However, this research did not assume that the environment was unknown
because the salient objects are manually registered in the database before naviga-

Figure 1. Concept of detecting salient features.
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tion. Since SLAM deals with unknown environments, these salient features should
be autonomously detected.

Several methods have been studied so far for detecting salient features. A scheme
for registering discriminative features using clusters of invariant points was pro-
posed in Ref. [6]. However, the results of clustering were often unstable because
the clustered regions in the camera image changed momentarily. The neuromorphic
vision toolkit (NVT) was developed to extract the regions that were likely to con-
tain objects in camera images [7, 8]. For a color input image, the NVT computed a
saliency map from maps of color, luminance and orientation contrasts at different
scales; further, the model returned the most salient location. This scheme used local
extrema (maxima or minima) from the image pyramids to find the salient regions.
It can successfully extract features from the background. However, the RGB (red,
green and blue) color space, which was chosen in this scheme, represented color
information in a way that was different from human perception, which sometimes
led to erroneous results [9].

Color distribution was investigated to detect salient regions in Ref. [10]. This
scheme used color transformation to consider the correlation of color information
and used the derivatives of the information. This scheme could detect the edge in-
formation well, but missed the interior of the salient regions. As informative regions
are mostly contours, consideration of statistic distribution is likely to detect only the
contours of objects. For the detection of all visual features, not only contours but
also the interior of salient regions should be included.

The contribution of this paper is to propose a novel scheme whereby the salient
regions are autonomously detected. The salient regions have quite a useful charac-
teristic, which has not been considered in other research: the patterns of the salient
regions are complex when they are seen macroscopically, but the regions consist of
several small subregions whose patterns are locally uniform. Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample of this property. The proposed algorithm first searches for highly distinctive
regions in the images. To this end, the concept of entropy is adopted because en-
tropy is a measure of the disorder of a system. Subsequently, the proposed algorithm
searches for neighboring regions that are similar to the highly distinctive regions in

Figure 2. Concept of detecting salient features.
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order to include the interior of the salient regions. Therefore, the proposed algo-
rithm consists of two stages: building an entropy map and building a saliency map
that includes the region that is similar to the region with high entropy.

The entropy-based saliency map captures the regions that are meaningful to both
humans and the robot. The detected salient features are used as natural landmarks in
the extended Kalman filter (EKF)-based SLAM. Through the proposed algorithm,
useful visual features are autonomously detected and registered in the database of
the robot, which means that people do not have to give the robot the environmental
information for recognition. The entropy and saliency are computed in the HSV
(hue, saturation, value or intensity) color space, which is more convenient to deal
with than the RGB color space. A stereo camera was adopted as a vision sensor
and a laser scanner was adopted only for the construction of an occupancy grid
map. The visual features are marked in the appropriate position of the grid map.
The visual SLAM using the proposed method has more advantages than the visual
SLAM using the primitive features (e.g., corner points). The number of detected
features based on the proposed method is generally smaller than that of other meth-
ods, which significantly reduces the computational load of SLAM. Moreover, it can
improve the performance of data association because matching of salient regions
(very similar to object recognition) is more reliable than that of primitive features.
Also, reliable data association enables the robot to cope with moving objects or
occlusion problems. Experimental results show that the number of landmarks is
maintained at an appropriate level.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the HSV
color space, which is adopted in this paper for color representation. Section 3 deals
with the construction of the entropy and Section 4 presents the computation of the
saliency. Experimental results are shown in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents
conclusions.

2. HSV Color Space

A color space is a color coordinate system that represents a color in 3-D space. The
RGB color space is frequently used in cameras or computers. In this color space,
as shown in Fig. 3a, a color is indicated as a point by the three axes of R (red), G
(green) and B (blue). In the HSV color space shown in Fig. 3b, a color is described
by a cone that consists of three axes, i.e., H (hue), S (saturation) and V (intensity or
value). The angle represents the hue channel in which all colors are represented as
a value between 0 and 360◦. The distance from the center of a circular cross-section
of the cone describes the saturation channel, which represents the degree of purity.
For instance, dark blue and light blue are determined by adjusting the saturation
channel. The vertical axis indicates the intensity channel. In contrast to the RGB
color space, the three axes in the HSV color space are not inter-correlated. Figure 4
shows the images that are converted from the RGB to the HSV color space, where
each channel of the HSV color space is represented as a grayscale image.
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Figure 3. Color coordinate system: (a) RGB color space and (b) HSV color space.

Figure 4. Conversion of color space: (a) camera image in RGB color space, (b) hue channel, (c) satu-
ration channel and (d) intensity channel.

The RGB color space has some disadvantages. The RGB color information is a
function of wavelength of the light source and surface reflectance. The values of
three channels in the RGB color space are based on the sensitivity of the three color
elements to reflected light [11]. An object may appear to be at different values at
different distances due to the intensity of the reflected light. The HSV color space
has more advantageous than the RGB color space. The HSV color space is quite
similar to the way in which humans perceive color. Three channels are less corre-
lated than in the RGB color space. The hue is the dominant wavelength, and it does
not change with the robot pose and object shape. Thus, using the HSV color space
provides more natural results.

3. Entropy Map

The detection of the salient region commences from finding the discriminative
regions. In computer vision, the entropy of an image is a statistical measure of
randomness that can be used to characterize the texture of the input image. In this
paper, the level of diversity is related to the grayscale distribution in local regions
that is centered at an arbitrary pixel. In Fig. 5a, a grayscale image is shown as an
example for entropy computation.

The entropy [12] is mathematically defined as:

E(u, v) = −
∑

I

wI (x,y) log2 wI(x,y), (x, y) ∈ S, (1)
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Figure 5. Computation of entropy: (a) grayscale image and (b) entropy values for different local
regions.

where E(u, v) is the entropy value of the pixel (u, v), I (x, y) is the pixel value (i.e.,
grayscale of the pixel) of the pixel (x, y) in the local region, S, and wI(x,y) is the
weight of I (x, y) in the histogram. The weight of the pixel value, wI(x,y), is defined
as the ratio of the number of pixels with value I (x, y) to the number of all pixels in
the local region, S. A pixel value is in the range of 0–360 for the hue channel, and
0–255 for the saturation and intensity channels. In Fig. 5a, three local regions (A, B
and C) within the range of r are shown. Their histograms can be made by using the
pixel values (i.e., value between 0 (black) and 255 (white)). A wide weight distribu-
tion means that the local region has a wide range of pixel values. On the other hand,
a narrow weight distribution indicates that the local region has monotonous pixel
values. As shown in Fig. 5b, region C has a larger entropy value than region A be-
cause region C has a much wider range of pixel values than region A. In summary,
as the weight distribution in the histogram becomes wider and flatter, the entropy
that is associated with the pixel of interest increases.

The entropy is computed in all the channels of the HSV color space. For some
practical reasons, the resolution of the camera image is scaled down from 320×240
to 80 × 60. (i) The noise of the image (i.e., pepper or salt noise) has an effect on
the entropy, which leads to erroneous results. Thus, these noises can be removed
by lowering the resolution of the image. (ii) The computation of entropy can be
efficient. An example of entropy computation with a real image is shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 6a is the hue image and two local regions (A and B) are marked. The weight
distribution of the local region A is flatter than that of region B, as shown in Fig. 6b,
which means that the entropy of region A is higher than that of region B. Figure 6c
shows the entropy values that are represented in grayscale for the entire image (i.e.,
the entropy map). The entropy tends to increase at the foregrounds where color
or intensity information changes considerably. On the other hand, the backgrounds
usually have low entropy values because their changes in color or intensity are not
significant. Figure 7 shows all the entropy maps that are computed in the saturation
and intensity channels of the HSV color space. High and low entropy values are
described by the solid lines.
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Figure 6. Entropy maps of HSV color space: (a) a grayscale image of hue channel, (b) histogram of
hue value in local regions and (c) entropy map of hue channel. In this paper, the size of the local region
is set to 6 pixels × 6 pixels.

Figure 7. Entropy maps of both saturation and intensity channels in HSV color space.

All the entropy maps from the hue, saturation and intensity channels are su-
perposed to generate a single combined entropy map, as shown in Fig. 8a. Those
pixels for which the entropy values are high in all channels have a great impact
on the combined entropy map. Rough features can be extracted from the combined
entropy map by selecting the pixels with high entropy values. Figure 8b shows the
regions that correspond to the feature candidate.

4. Saliency Map

This section deals with construction of a saliency map that represents the saliency
of each pixel in the camera image. As mentioned in Section 1, the salient regions
consist of several small subregions where the texture is locally uniform. Therefore,
to extract the salient regions in their entirety, it is necessary to add the locally uni-
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Figure 8. Example of combined entropy map computation: (a) combined entropy map and (b) feature
candidate.

form regions. The saliency of a pixel is designed to be proportional to the similarity
of the pixel with the feature candidate. The similarity of a pixel refers to the level of
closeness in the pixel value (i.e., grayscale) between the pixel under consideration
and each pixel of the candidate. Also, the saliency of a pixel is inversely propor-
tional to the Euclidean distance between the pixel under consideration and each
pixel of the candidate. It is represented by:

S(u, v) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1

N

∑

(x,y)∈R∩F

1√
(u − x)2 + (v − y)2

× exp

(
−(I (u, v) − I (x, y))2

2σ 2
s

)
(N �= 0)

0 (N = 0),

(2)

where S(u, v) is the saliency value of the pixel, (u, v), and the exponential term in
the right-hand side indicates the similarity between the pixel values (i.e., grayscale)
of (u, v) and (x, y), which are denoted by I (u, v) and I (x, y), respectively. σs

represents the threshold that is associated with the difference between I (u, v) and
I (x, y). In this paper, σs was set to 7. The symbol R denotes the neighboring region
of pixel (u, v) and F is the feature candidate. N is the number of pixels that are
considered in computing the saliency. If there is no feature candidate in the neigh-
boring region of pixel (u, v), the saliency of (u, v) becomes 0. From (2), it is known
that the saliency of a pixel increases if the pixel is close to the feature candidate and
the pixel value is similar to that of the feature candidate.

Figure 9 depicts the computation of saliency in the hue channel. Two pixels,
(u1, v1) and (u2, v2), are shown as examples. Regions R1 and R2 are the neigh-
boring regions of pixels (u1, v1) and (u2, v2), respectively. (x1, y1) is one of the
pixels that belongs to the feature candidate (denoted as F in Fig. 9) and (x1, y1) is
considered in calculating the saliency of (u1, v1). However, the pixels that do not
belong to the feature candidate are excluded from the computation of saliency (e.g.,
pixel (x2, y2) in Fig. 9). In the case of (u1, v1), the pixel value is very similar to
the pixel values of its neighboring feature candidate and the pixel is located near
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Figure 9. Computation of the saliency of a pixel with a feature candidate in the hue channel.

its neighboring feature candidate. Thus, the saliency value of pixel (u1, v1) is high.
However, in the case of (u2, v2), the number of pixels that are similar to (u2, v2) in
R2 ∩ F is fewer than that of (u1, v1) in R1 ∩ F. Therefore, the saliency of the pixel
(u2, v2) is low. The saliency of the hue channel is shown at the bottom of Fig. 9.
The saliency values are normalized to lie between 0 (represented as black) and 255
(white). Figure 10 shows the similarity maps that are based on the feature candidate
in the saturation and intensity channels.

All the saliency maps are combined to generate a combined saliency map. Fig-
ure 11 shows the generation of the combined saliency map. As a result, the saliency
map offers more natural results than the entropy map in Fig. 8. The saliency map
is represented as a grayscale image (black stands for the weakest saliency and
white for the strongest saliency). The saliency map can be divided into salient
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Figure 10. Saliency with respect to feature candidate in (a) the saturation channel and (b) the intensity
channel.

Figure 11. Computation of saliency map.

and non-salient regions through K-means clustering [13], which is widely used in
many segmentation problems (in this case, K = 2). The threshold computed by K-
means clustering varies according to images. The result of segmentation is shown in
Fig. 12 and in this case the threshold was 78.1. The SIFT keypoints, which are the
invariant points used for object recognition, are extracted from the salient regions.
For simplicity, the salient regions are approximated to the rectangles that cover the
salient regions. The approximated salient regions with sufficient SIFT keypoints
are stored in the database as natural landmarks. However, the regions that cannot
be recognized by the SIFT keypoints are discarded. An example of this procedure
is shown in Fig. 13.
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Figure 12. Segmentation of saliency map into salient and non-salient regions.

Figure 13. Selection of features: salient regions are approximated to rectangular regions for simplicity
and regions that contain many SIFT keypoints are selected as features.

5. Experiments

5.1. Experiments in Various Environments

Experiments were performed by using a robot that was equipped with a stereo cam-
era (Videre STH-MDI-C). Figure 14 shows the experimental results for autonomous
feature detection in many places. In this experiment, the most discriminative and in-
formative regions in the images were detected as salient features. Since the color
distribution is the first clue for finding the salient region, the region with many
pieces of color information is easily detected. However, some large places with one
or two pieces of color information, such as walls or ceilings, are hard to detect.
A salient feature can be recognized through the SIFT keypoints and we regard a
center point of the approximated salient region as the representative point of the
region. We use the range and orientation of the pixel as the relative pose of the
visual feature using the 3-D depth information offered by the stereo camera. The
relative range and angle from the robot to the features are extracted from the stereo
camera during navigation. In the experiments, the positional and angular errors of
the estimated centers were about ±10 cm and ±3◦ and the computational time for
a saliency map was about 400 ms on a 2.2-GHz computer.

In most cases, visual features in indoor environments are placed on the wall
whose surface is monotonous. The entropy of the wall is low, but that of a visual
feature is high. In this case, a visual feature is more likely to be considered as a
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Figure 14. Autonomous feature detection through camera images: (a) images, (b) entropy maps,
(c) saliency maps and (d) detected features.

feature candidate than the background image. The detection rate of a visual feature
was investigated in indoor environments, as shown in Fig. 15 and Table 1. In Fig. 15,
eight or nine out of 10 visual features were detected by the proposed algorithm,
which indicates the detection rate was very high. These experiments demonstrate
that the proposed algorithm can detect visually salient regions relatively well in the
typical indoor environment.

With the proposed method, the salient features can be detected from various
viewpoints. The performance of the proposed saliency map was evaluated by means
of the repeatability criterion introduced in Ref. [14]. In this research, repeatability is
defined as the percentage of regions that match the corresponding saliency between
images for various scales and viewpoints. To measure the repeatability, various im-
ages on the identical object are created, as shown in Figs 16 and 17. Then each of
them can be transformed into a common viewpoint by using the homography matrix
between two images. Then, the consistency between the saliency maps is measured
through a pixel-by-pixel comparison of the saliency images. Figure 18 shows the
repeatability of the saliency under variations in scale and orientation. In this ex-
periment, the scales of Fig. 16b–d are transformed into that of Fig. 16a and the
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Figure 15. Positions of visual features in two different environments.

Table 1.
Detection rate of the proposed algorithm

Figure 15a Figure 15b

Number of features 10 10
Detected features 9 8

Figure 16. Change in scale of the image: (a) 2, (b) 2.5, (c) 3 and (d) 3.5 m.

orientations in Fig. 17b–d are transformed into that of Fig. 17a. The repeatability is
spread between 70 and 90%. The repeatability does not change considerably, which
means that the discriminative region is stably found against various viewpoints of
the robot.
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Figure 17. Change in orientation of the image: (a) 0◦, (b) 10◦, (c) 30◦ and (d) 50◦.

Figure 18. High repeatability of saliency map: (a) scale change and (b) orientation change.

Since SIFT keypoints are mainly located on visually informative points, the
salient regions can be detected through SIFT keypoint clustering. However, the
SIFT keypoints are also extracted from some patterns (i.e., check patterns), which
are sometimes meaningless for robot navigation, as shown in Fig. 19. Figure 19b–c
shows that some regions (ceilings) contain many SIFT keypoints, but their salien-
cies are low. The recognition rate of these areas is low and these areas are not
useful for navigation. Such areas can be discarded through the use of the proposed
saliency map. The saliency of these regions is low because their color information
is monotonous. Therefore, the proposed saliency map increases the detection rate
of highly salient regions.

5.2. Application to SLAM

The EKF algorithm [15] has been adopted for visual SLAM. In EKF-based SLAM,
the robot pose and feature positions are stored in a state vector that is represented as
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Figure 19. Example of non-salient regions with many SIFT keypoints: (a) camera images, (b) regions
with many SIFT keypoints and (c) corresponding saliency map.

X and the positional uncertainties of the elements of the state vector are stored in a
covariance matrix that is denoted by P . The state vector and its covariance matrix
are updated recursively through sensor measurements.

At the prediction stage, the state vector and its covariance matrix as of time t are
obtained as:

X̂−
t = f (X̂t−1, ut , t) + wt (3)

P −
t = FxPtF

T
x + FuQtF

T
u , (4)

where X̂−
t and P −

t are the predictions of the state vector and its covariance matrix
at time t , respectively, and ut is the displacement of the robot between times t − 1
and t . The vector wt represents the process noise and Q is the covariance matrix of
wt . The matrices Fx and Fu are the Jacobian matrices of the motion model, f (·),
with respect to the state vector and the displacement, respectively.

The state variables (i.e., the robot pose and landmark positions) and the covari-
ance matrix of the state vector are updated by the measurement of the sensor. The
robot can predict the visual features through both the robot pose and the stored
feature positions. The robot matches the predicted measurements with actual mea-
surements. Then both the robot pose and feature positions are corrected by the
matched pairing of the predicted and observed features. The state vector X and
its covariance matrix P at time t are updated as:

Kt = P −
t HT

t (HtP
−
t HT

t + Rt)
−1 (5)

X̂t = X̂−
t + Kt(Zt − Ẑt ) (6)

Pt = (I − KtHt)P
−
t , (7)

where Kt represents the Kalman gain and Ht is the Jacobian matrix of the sensor
model with respect to the state vector. Further, Ẑt and Zt are the predicted and real
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Figure 20. Experimental environment: (a) mobile robot platform and experimental environment, and
(b) CAD data of environment.

measurements from sensors, respectively. The error on the pose of the robot due to
disturbances and noises is compensated by the Kalman gain, which is proportional
to the difference between predictions and measurements. If none of landmarks are
matched, only the robot pose is calculated by the motion model and the uncertainty
of the robot pose increases.

The experimental environment consisted of three rooms, as shown in Fig. 20a.
The dimensions of the experimental environment were 10 m × 10 m. Figure 20b
shows the actual outline of the environment that would be compared with the map
built by EKF-based SLAM. The grid size of the occupancy grid map built by SLAM
was 10 cm and the average robot speed was about 20 cm/s. The robot was equipped
a laser scanner, which was used only in building the grid map and not in estimating
the robot pose. The robot pose was estimated only with the salient features.

Figure 21 illustrates the mapping process of the experimental environment
through the proposed salient feature detection method. In the experiment, some ob-
jects, such as posters or the sink, were selected as features for SLAM. The detected
features were marked in their own positions. The detected features were associ-
ated with some positional errors because of the error of depth information from the
stereo camera. However, the recognition accuracy was high enough to estimate the
robot pose and the built map was also accurate enough to be practically used. When
the robot arrived at an initial fix on a position, the average errors in the position and
orientation were ±20 cm and ±5◦, respectively.

Figure 21g shows an example of the elimination of the odometric error through
the recognition of the visual features. In the case of a normal scene without espe-
cially salient parts, the odometric error accumulated, as shown in Fig. 21f. During
navigation, the estimated robot pose was moved to the left from the real position,
which is indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 21f. In Fig. 21f, the robot perceives
the sink, which was previously registered in Fig. 21c. As a result, the robot pose
is corrected and the two walls of Fig. 21f become a single wall, as shown in
Fig. 21g.
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Figure 21. Indoor SLAM with autonomous object registration.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a salient visual feature detection scheme was proposed. Different color
properties (i.e., hue, saturation and intensity) were considered and combined for re-
liably finding the salient regions. The salient visual features in indoor environments
get high saliency values in the saliency map. With the combined operation of the
saliency map and SIFT keypoints, the robot can autonomously recognize visual fea-
tures, which are used as natural landmarks during the SLAM process. A series of
experiments was conducted to validate the proposed method. From this research,
the following conclusions are drawn:
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(i) Entropy, which measures the randomness of information, was adopted to rep-
resent the patterns of the camera image. The complexity of the patterns in the
camera image can be quantitatively represented by the entropy maps, which
are used as useful priors for the specification of salient regions.

(ii) The saliency map detects the highly discriminative regions in the camera im-
age with high repeatability. Therefore, visually salient regions can be stably
found from various robot poses.

(iii) Objects or groups of small objects were registered in the database without
manual operation in indoor environments. The experimental results demon-
strate that the proposed scheme can improve the autonomy of visual SLAM.
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